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7.1.14 Handling of MMS-related information on the (U)SIM 

NOTE : This section does not apply when the MMS-UA is implemented within equipment which does not support 
a (U)SIM. 

An MMS User Agent shall use the MMS related information stored in the (U)SIM [67] or SIM [75], if present, 
according to the definitions in this subclause 7.1.14 - unless otherwise specified by the user. This information 
comprises: 

•  MMS connectivity information, as defined in Annex F. This information is used to connect to the network for the 
purpose of accessing the MMS Relay/Server, 

•  MMS user preferences, as defined in Annex F, and 

•  MMS notifications. 

MMS connectivity information, on the (U)SIM includes a number of sets of MMS connectivity parameters. Some of 
these sets of MMS connectivity parameters are preset by the issuer of the (U)SIM with the first set being the default. 
Such default preset MMS connectivity parameter set shall be selected unless otherwise specified by the user. 

The MMS connectivity information on the (U)SIM includes preferences for the selection of Interface to Core Network 
and Bearer parameters (cf. Annex F) as defined in [67] or [75]. If these are stored on the (U)SIM the MMS-capable UE 
shall automatically select the Interface to Core Network and Bearer parameters based on their order of precedence 
defined on the (U)SIM unless otherwise specified by the user. 

MMS user preferences information, which is stored on the (U)SIM, shall be used by an MMS User Agent for user 
assistance in preparation of terminal-originated MMs (e.g. default values for parameters that are often used). 

MMS notifications, should be stored on the (U)SIM together with an associated status by a recipient MMS User Agent:  

•  When an MMS User Agent has deleted a notification which was stored on the (U)SIM, the associated status shall 
be set to “Free space” 

•  When an MMS User Agent stores a notification on the (U)SIM, the associated status shall be set to “Used space” 

•  When a recipient MMS User Agent has not handled the notification which is stored on the (U)SIM (e.g. the details 
of the notification were not shown to the user), the associated status shall be set to “notification not read”, 

•  When a recipient MMS User Agent has handled the notification which is stored on the (U)SIM (e.g. the details of 
the notification have been shown to the user), the associated status shall be set to “notification read”, 

•  When a recipient MMS User Agent has not retrieved an MM based on the notification which is stored on the 
(U)SIM, the associated status shall be set to “MM not retrieved” – unless the recipient MMS User Agent has 
rejected or forwarded the MM, 

•  When a recipient MMS User Agent has retrieved an MM based on the notification which is stored on the (U)SIM, 
the notification shall be either deleted or the associated status shall be set to “MM retrieved”, 

•  When a recipient MMS User Agent has rejected an MM based on the notification which is stored on the (U)SIM, 
the notification shall either be deleted or the associated status shall be set to “MM rejected”, 

•  When a recipient MMS User Agent has forwarded an MM based on the notification which is stored on the (U)SIM, 
the notification shall either be deleted or the associated status shall be set to “MM forwarded”, 

Upon an attempt to store a notification on a (U)SIM, an MMS User Agent should ensure that the notification is not lost 
unless the (U)SIM acknowledges the storage attempt to be successful. 

7.1.14.X Handling of MMS-related transfer to the USIM 

When an MMS notification is addressed to the USIM, then: 

•  the application identifier functionality as defined in 7.1.18.2.2 applies. 

•  the application identifier syntax as defined in 3GPP TS 31.111 [xx] shall be used. 
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•  the ENVELOPE mechanisms for transferring the MMS notification to the USIM defined in 3GPP TS 31.111 
[xx] shall be used. 

7.1.18.2.2 Receiving abstract messages 

If an MMS Relay/Server finds from the recipient MMS User Agent’s capability indication (see clause 7.1.3.1) that the 
recipient MMS User Agent does not support the transport of application data, the MMS Relay/Server 

•  should delete the content of the MM before notifying the MMS User Agent or before retrieval. In such a case 
the recipient MMS Relay/Server shall apply the normal reporting behaviour towards receiving as well as 
sending entities; 

•  may decide about the deletion of content based on user setting in the user’s profile and/or configuration by 
network operator and/or MMS service provider. 

If the MMS Relay/Server finds from the recipient MMS User Agent’s capability indication (see clause 7.1.3.1) that the 
recipient MMS User Agent supports transport of application data, the MMS Relay/Server 

•  shall not perform any type of content adaptation to a multimedia message (MM) that may be contained in the 
payload of an abstract message that contains a destination application identifer; 

•  shall pass on the destination application identifier, the “reply-path” identifier (if present) and the additional 
application/implementation specific control information (if present) unaltered. 

Upon reception of an abstract message containing a destination application identifier (it can either be the 
MM1_notification.REQ, MM1_retrieve.RES or MM7_deliver.REQ transactions), the receiving MMS User Agent or 
MMS VAS Application shall first check if the destination application resides on it. 

When an MM is addressed to an application, the associated MMS notification, intended for this application, should 
contain the application identifier.  

NOTE: Should the application identifier not be present in the MMS notification this may result in the presentation 
of the MMS notification to the user.  

If the destination application resides on a receiving MMS VAS Application, the MMS VAS Application shall 
immediately route the received MMS information on to the destination application that is referred to by the destination 
application identifier (based on the negotiated details upon application registration process). 

If the destination application resides on a receiving MMS User Agent, the MMS User Agent shall immediately route the 
received MMS information on to the destination application that is referred to from the destination application identifier 
(based on the negotiated details upon application registration process) without presentation to the user. 

NOTE: The further handling and processing of the information by the destination application is outside the scope 
of this specification. 

If the destination application does not reside on the receiving MMS User Agent or on the USIM or MMS VAS 
Application, the MMS User Agent or MMS VAS Application shall discard the corresponding abstract message. In such 
a case the recipient MMS Relay/Server and recipient MMS User Agent or VAS application shall apply the normal 
reporting behaviour towards sending entities. 
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7.1.19 Cancelling of a Multimedia Message 

This part of the MMS service describes the mechanism by which an MMS Relay/Server may request an MMS User 
Agent, that an MM which the MMS User Agent has already retrieved is to be cancelled. The MMS Relay/Server 
request shall be invoked by a similar request from a VASP. 

The support for cancelling an MM from the recipient MMS User Agent is optional for both MMS User Agent and 
MMS Relay/Server.  

When requesting an MM to be cancelled the MMS Relay/Server shall provide the identification of the MM to be 
cancelled. 

Upon reception of a request from the MMS Relay/Server to cancel an MM, the MMS User Agent shall provide status 
information on the MM cancel request in the response.  

MMS User Agent may provide means (e.g. terminal setting) to a user to forbid such cancellation, requested by the 
MMS Relay/Server. 

The MM cancellation may not be successful as the recipient MMS User Agent may have restricted such a cancellation 
or the MM is not available any longer. However, upon reception of a request from the MMS Relay/Server to cancel an 
MM, the MMS User Agent may provide the status (if the request was successfully received) in the response to the 
MMS Relay/Server. 

 

…….. 

 
8.1.13 Cancelling a Multimedia Message 

This part of the MMS service describes the mechanism by which an MMS Relay/Server may request an MMS User 
Agent, that an MM which the MMS User Agent has already retrieved be cancelled. 

For cancelling purposes an MM cancel request shall always be requested by an MMS Relay/Server to an MMS User 
Agent. Request from a VASP to cancel an MM (in terms of MM7_extended_cancel.REQ) invokes the cancel request in 
the MMS Relay/Server. Involved abstract messages are outlined in the table below from type and direction points of 
view. 

Table 1: Abstract messages for cancelling an MM 

Abstract messages Type Direction 
MM1_cancel.REQ Request MMS Relay/Server -> MMS UA  
MM1_cancel.RES Response MMS UA -> MMS Relay/Server 

 

8.1.13.1 Normal operation 

The MMS Relay/Server shall issue an MM1_cancel.REQ to the MMS User Agent, which contains the identification of 
the message to be cancelled. The MMS User Agent shall respond with an MM1_cancel.RES, which provides the status 
of the request.  

The MM1_cancel.RES shall unambiguously refer to the corresponding MM1_cancel.REQ.  

Support for MM1_cancel.REQ and MM1_cancel.RES is optional for both MMS User Agent and MMS Relay/Server. 

8.1.13.2 Abnormal Operation 

In this case the MMS User Agent shall respond with an MM1_cancel.RES encapsulating a status which indicates the 
reason the request for cancelling was not accepted, e.g. the MM is not available, denied by a user. 
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If the MMS User Agent does not provide the MM1_cancel.RES, the MMS Relay/Server should be able to recover. In 
this case, the MMS Relay/Server may retransmit the MM1_cancel.REQ to the MMS User Agent. 

8.1.13.3 Features 

Transaction Identification: The MMS Relay/Server shall provide an unambiguous transaction identification within a 
request. The response shall unambiguously refer to the corresponding request using the same transaction identification.   

Version: The MMS protocol shall provide unique means to identify the current version of the particular protocol 
environment. 

Message Type: The type of the message used on the reference point MM1 indicating MM1_cancel.REQ and 
MM1_cancel.RES as such. 

Cancel ID: The MMS Relay/Server shall provide the identification of the original MM to be cancelled in the cancel 
request. 

Request Status: The MMS User Agent shallmay provide the status ofif the request was successfully received to the 
MMS Relay/Server in the MM1_cancel.RES. 

8.1.13.4 Information Elements 

Table 2: Information elements in the MM1_cancel.REQ. 

Information element Presence Description 
Message Type Mandatory Identifies this message as MM1_cancel.REQ. 
Transaction ID Mandatory The identification of the 

MM1_cancel.REQ/MM1_cancel.RES pair. 
MMS Version Mandatory Identifies the version of the interface supported by the 

forwarding MMS Relay/Server. 
Cancel ID Mandatory Identifies the MM to be cancelled. 

 

Table 3: Information elements in the MM1_cancel.RES. 

Information element Presence Description 
Message Type Mandatory Identifies this message as MM1_cancel.RES. 
Transaction ID Mandatory The identification of the 

MM1_cancel.REQ/MM1_cancel.RES pair. 
MMS Version Mandatory Identifies the version of the interface supported by the MMS 

User Agent. 
Request Status MandatoryOptio

nal 
The status ofif the MM cancel request was received. 

 

 

…………. 
 

8.7.5A Extended Cancel and Extended Replace of MM 

This section details the requests that should be supported in MM7 to allow a VASP to control or change the distribution 
of a MM, down to the MMS User Agent.  These operations will allow the VASP to cancel a submitted MM or replace a 
submitted MM with a new MM. 

The involved abstract messages are outlined in Table x75 from type and direction points of view. 
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Table 4: Abstract messages for controlling Distribution MM 

Abstract messages Type Direction 
MM7_extended_cancel.REQ Request VASP -> MMS Relay/Server 
MM7_extended_cancel.RES Response MMS Relay/Server -> VASP 
MM7_extended_replace.REQ Request VASP -> MMS Relay/Server 
MM7_extended_replace.RES Response MMS Relay/Server -> VASP 

 

The following figure illustrates the interaction between the different MMS entities in cancelling a VASP message. 
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Figure 11:  Data flow of VASP cancelling a submitted message down to the MMS User Agent 

8.7.5A.1 Normal Operation 

If the VASP has decided to cancel the delivery of a MM that it has already submitted, and wants to extend the 
cancellation to be effective also on an MM already downloaded by the terminal, then the VASP should indicate this by 
sending the MM7_extended_cancel.REQ message to the MMS Relay/Server.  The MMS Relay/Server should check the 
status of the message indicated by the Cancel ID and:  

1) locally cancel delivery, at the MMS Relay/Server level, to all destinations for which the MMS Relay/Server 
has not sent out a notification; 
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2) locally cancel the MM at the MMS Relay/Server level and indicate appropriate error code in 
MM1_retrieve.RES  as “Request Status” and “Request Status”, to all destinations for which the MMS 
Relay/Server has sent out a notification but the MM has not yet been retrieved, and 

3) extend that cancellation down to the MMS User Agent using MM1_cancel.REQ, to all destinations for which 
the MM has already been retrieved. The MMS Relay/Server should use the destination list from the original 
MM7_submit.REQ in MM1_cancel.REQ. 

The MMS Relay/Server should respond to the request with a MM7_extended_cancel.RES indicating that the request 
was processed.  

If the VASP has new content that it wishes to submit in place of the content that was originally submitted, and wants to 
extend the replacement to be effective also on an MM already downloaded by the MMS User Agent, it should submit 
the new replacement content using the MM7_extended_replace.REQ message.  The MMS Relay/Server should:  

1) check the status of the message indicated by the Replace ID and replace the message content for all 
destinations that have not retrieved or forwarded the message as yet; and  

2) extend that replacement down to the MMS User Agent, to all destinations that have not retrieved but not or 
forwarded the message; via sending an additional notification to the MMS User Agent. The MMS 
Relay/Server should redistribute the new content to the destination list from the original MM7_submit.REQ.  
Optional information elements that appear in the MM7_extended_replace.REQ message shall replace the 
corresponding information elements of the original submission (the VASP should not replace any information 
elements that were already provided in the previously sent notification), information elements that do not 
appear in the MM7_extended_replace.REQ message shall retain the original submission values.   

The MMS Relay/Server should respond to the request with a MM7_extended_replace.RES indicating if the request was 
processed.  

Support for MM7_extended_cancel.REQ, MM7_extended_cancel.RES, MM7_extended_replace.REQ, and 
MM7_extended_replace.RES is optional for all MMS Relay/Server that support MM7. 

………… 
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